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OpenSky: a modular and open-source simulator of
sky polarization measurements

Antoine Moutenet , Léo Poughon , Bruno Toulon, Julien R. Serres , Stéphane Viollet

Abstract—Autonomous navigation requires robust strategies,
particularly in GPS-denied environments. Of great interest
for geolocation or to estimate North is the measurement and
processing of polarized skylight patterns. In this study, we
fully describe an open source and easily upgradable simulator,
named OpenSky, which can simulate the measurement of sky
polarization properties, i.e., the light intensity, the angle of
polarization and the degree of linear polarization of light seen
through a polarimetric camera. OpenSky is an open source
simulator available on open repositories (Github and Open
Science Framework). It structured around 5 blocks, each of which
can easily be improved, replaced or completed by users. These
blocks individually simulate sky polarization properties, skylight
intensity, optical conjugation, polarizing filters and sensors. The
high fidelity of OpenSky was assessed by comparing the simulated
camera captures to experimental raw images, from which both
the angle and the degree of polarization were extracted by image
processing. OpenSky will be useful for developing novel celestial-
based sensors and estimating their potential relevance to scientific
communities (fundamental or applied sciences). OpenSky could
also become a powerful tool to train or validate deep neural
networks. One major interest is the ability of the OpenSky
simulator to generate many sky conditions at various positions on
Earth, which can be difficult and costly to obtain in real world.

Index Terms—celestial compass, skylight polarization, polar-
ized camera, polarized vision, pattern of polarization, biomimet-
ics, biomimetism, sky simulation, multiphysics modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

SUNLIGHT is unpolarized in space but it changes once
it enters the atmosphere. When light is scattered by the

molecules of the atmosphere, its properties change leading to
the alterations in sky color, from blue during day to red at
sunset, and it gains specific polarization properties. Numerous
animals, especially insects like bees [1], ants [2], dung beetles
[3], locusts [4], monarch butterflies [5] and flies [6], [7] are
able to process skylight polarization for navigational purposes,
in the visible spectrum but also into the UV band [8]. This
property provides these animals with a remarkable advantage
for short or long-range navigation. Humans are not sensitive
to light polarization but polarimetric cameras have are used
to augment the sensing repertoire. These cameras already led
to the realization of a commercial optical compass based on
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skylight polarization [9] and are also considered to be of great
interest for autonomous driving vehicles [10]–[12] , allow-
ing systems to more easily measure and integrate the car’s
direction, especially in GNSS denied environments. Among
the studies on bio-inspired polarized skylight navigation [13],
many involve the use of polarimetric cameras equipped with
fisheye objectives and pointed toward the sky in order to locate
North [14]–[16] or even to implement geolocation [17]–[27].
However, none of the skylight polarization pattern simulations
among those studies has proposed a complete model of sky
polarization measurement, with a simulated sky coupled with
a simulated camera. This is what our study describes. Since
the whole measurement channel should be involved in the
generation of measured skylight polarization patterns, we
propose a way to implement it.

In this study, we first rely on the Rayleigh scattering
model to provide a description of the polarization properties
of atmospheric scattering and to define the local and global
angles of polarization, which could be a source of confu-
sion. Then, we switch to the Berry model that accounts for
multiple scattering and the four neutral points observed in
the polarization pattern [28]. Working with the Berry model,
we propose a new rigorous computation of the degree of
linear polarization relying on, as does the original model, the
Brewster definition of the intensity of polarization [29], which
seems to be commonly mistaken for the degree of polarization.

Our simulator, named OpenSky, provides a full simulation
from atmosphere scattering to the pixel output signal of a
polarimetric camera. Within OpenSky, we have integrated a
relative sky radiance computation based on the CIE luminance
model [30]–[34], and an optical conjugation model including
thin lens and various fisheye objectives that can be mounted
onto the camera [35]. Finally, we implemented a model of
a full imager polarimetric sensor, which is composed of
several square blocks of 4 linearly polarized pixels [36].
The transmitted light through the micro-polarizer array was
computed as classically in the literature [37] and the output
signal of each pixel was computed regarding sensor dynamic
range, electrical noise and light saturation.

In previous studies of open-source polarized skylight
simulators, there was a notable absence: these programs
lacked a model simulating a camera at the pixel level [38]–
[40] or a module that accounts for the large changes in the
sky irradiance [39]. The goal of our work was to implement
a fully open source and easily modifiable program which
can faithfully simulate the measurement of sky polarization
properties, which means simulating polarized skylight
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patterns, sensor devices and image processing. To achieve
these successive stages, we chose to build a program divided
into 5 modular blocks (6 if we include image processing),
each one can easily be improved, replaced or customised
by users. In order to validate our complete simulator, we
compared digital simulations of our sensors under clear
and more or less cloudy skies against experimental outdoor
measurements. OpenSky can be considered as a new tool
to rigorously simulate polarized skylight patterns measured
by a polarimetric camera, composed of a 2D array of linear
polarizers. It could offer new perspectives for biologists to
simulate visual perception and processing stages in animals
behavior modeling [41], [42]. It could also open a new avenue
toward the generation of image data composed of polarimetric

images for the training and the validation of neural networks
[18], [43]–[45] or the validation of new polarization-based
underwater geolocalization equipment. [24], [26].

Section II describes the polarization formalism. Sections
III and IV thoroughly depict thoroughly the Rayleigh model
and how our local and global angles of polarization are
defined. Section V explains our implementation of the Berry
model. Section VI revisits the CIE model of sky radiance and
explains how we used it. Section VII describes our optical
conjugation model. Section VIII describes our models for the
micropolarizer array and pixel output. Section IX describes
the simulator structure. Finally, section X compares OpenSky
simulation data with experimental data.

TABLE I
VARIABLES USED IN THIS STUDY

AoP angle of polarization, which express the polarization vector direction in a particular frame
AoPl angle of polarization express in the incoming ray (local) frame
AoPg angle of polarization in observer frame
DoP degree of polarization
DoLP degree of linear polarization
DoLPmax maximum degree of linear polarization in sky
γ scattering angle
αs , θs sun azimuth and elevation
αp , θp random sky particle azimuth and elevation
φs sun zenith angle
φp random sky particle zenith angle
Einc , Iinc amplitude and (simplified) intensity of the incident electrical field
Escat , Iscat amplitude and (simplified) intensity of the scattered electrical field
Ex⊥ , Ix⊥ amplitude and (simplified) intensity of the component of the X electrical field orthogonal to the scattering plan
Ex∥ , Ix∥ amplitude and (simplified) intensity of the component of the X electrical field parallel to the scattering plan
Ixpol , Ixunpol (simplified) intensity of the component of the X electrical field totally polarized, respectively totally unpolarized
IoP intensity of polarization
I0, I45, I90, I135 light intensities linearly polarized at 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦ in a given frame
ICR , ICL light intensities circularly right and left polarized in a given frame
a , e azimuth and ellipticity angles of polarization’s ellipse in Jones Formalism
S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 Stokes vector parameters
s⃗ polarization state vector in Poincaré sphere
sx , sy , sz x,y,z coordinate of the polarization state vector in Poincaré sphere
P particle point, it is a point at unitary distance from the observer which gives a direction of observation in the atmosphere
xproj stereographic or orthogonal projection of X
−−→
OP ,

−→
OS observer-particle and observer-sun unit vectors

−−→
Edir vector which carries direction of polarization
−−−→xmer , −−−→ymer , −−−→zmer meridian direct frame
ξ+ complex coordinates of stereographic projection of Brewster neutral point
ξ− complex coordinates of stereographic projection of Babinet neutral point
δ positive angle between the neutral points Brewster and Babinet or Arago and the Fourth
w() Berry complex function
A,B,C,D,ECIE CIE’s standard sky coefficients
Lrel relative sky luminance (always takes value 1 at the zenith)
θ angle of an object point at infinite distance from the optic
f focal length
r positive distance between an image point and the optical axis
rx positive distance between an image point and the optical axis for the optical conjugation model number X
ψ passing linear polarization angle of polarizers
ψperfect , ∆ψ passing linear polarization angle of polarizers perfectly set and passing linear polarization angle error
T1 , T2 polarizers’ transmittance for respectivly the passing and blocking axes
ε polarization efficiency of polarizers
SNR Signal-to-Noise-Ratio
Rsat saturation ratio equal to max intensity coming to pixels’sensor and saturation intensity of pixels’ sensor
Nbit number of bits per pixel of the sensor output
Iin , Iout relative light intensity before and after passing through polarizers
Ioutmax maximum relative light intensity after polarizers
∆G random Gaussian noise
Poutput grayscale intensity returned by each pixel of the sensor
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II. POLARIZATION AND STOKES FORMALISM

We recall here the basic principles of polarization in order
to define the parameters used in our simulator. Light is
polarized when the electrical vector field at given point in
space is moving elliptically over time. Usually the ellipse
of polarization is described using two parameters: the great
axis azimuth (a) and the ellipticity angle (e), which is the
angle between the great axis and the diagonal of the smallest
rectangle containing the ellipse, this angle is positive /
negative when the electric field rotates counter-clockwise /
clockwise around the propagation axis over time (Fig. 1a).

When ellipticity is null, polarization is linear, which is the
case in atmospheric scattering polarization. Since the light
can be partially polarized, a common term was created: the
degree of polarization (DoP ). The DoP is the ratio between
polarized light intensity and total light intensity Itotal. These
three parameters, a, e and DoP , describe all partially polarized
light and provide a geometric representation of the polarization
state in a space called the Poincaré sphere. In the Poincaré
sphere, a polarization state is a vector s⃗ of azimuth 2a,
elevation 2e and norm DoP (Fig. 1b). Another common way
to describe polarized light is the Stokes formalism with the
Stokes vector. Stokes vectors are vectors composed of four
parameters (S0, S1, S2, S3) defined by (1) where I0, I90, I45,
I135, ICL and ICR are the intensities of light respectively
linearly polarized at 0◦, 90◦, 45◦ and 135◦ and circularly
polarized in counter-clockwise sense and clockwise sense.

S0

S1

S2

S3

=


I0 + I90 = Itotal
I0 − I90
I45 − I135
ICL − ICR

(1)

The Stokes formalism fits well with the Poincaré sphere
since s⃗ could also be described as a normalized Stokes vector
(2):

s⃗ = (1/S0) · (S1, S2, S3) (2)

III. SKYLIGHT POLARIZATION AND RAYLEIGH
SCATTERING

The most common way to describe atmospheric scattering
near the visible spectrum is the Rayleigh model (1871),
which describes all the electromagnetic field properties con-
sidering single elastic scattering by particles much smaller
than the wavelength. Amongst all the parameters resulting
from Rayleigh scattering, in our study, we focus only on
polarization.
A simplified way to model atmospheric scattering properties
is to consider a small charged particle vibrating according to
the incident (coming from sun) electrical field perturbation.
This particle itself will generate electrical field perturbations,
according to its vibrating directions, which will be seen
differently depending on the observer’s position (Fig. 2).

We define the scattering plane as that formed by the direc-
tions of the incoming light and the scattered light, that means
it contains the sun, the observed particle and the observer (Fig.
3b).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Polarization formalism. (a) Polarization ellipse, where the z axis is
the propagation axis (here it goes toward the reader). (b) Poincaré sphere and
representation of polarization state

Fig. 2. Illustration of the polarization phenomenon for a small particle simple
elastic scattering model.
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All effects resulting from wavelength and absorption aside,
if we consider the incident electrical field along two orthogonal
axes, one parallel to and one perpendicular to the scattering
plane, we can observe that perpendicular component is fully
transmitted, and the parallel component is partially transmitted
(Fig. 3a), according to a cosine law of the scattering angle γ
(3).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Scattering plane and polarized components. (a) Polarization phe-
nomenon for small particle simple elastic scattering model. (b) Description
of the scattering plane.

{
Escat⊥ ∝ Einc⊥ = E
Escat∥ ∝ Einc∥ · cos(γ) = E · cos(γ) (3)

Since it is common use to consider light intensity as the
electrical field amplitude squared, we get the two scattered
intensity components:{

Iscat⊥ = E2

Iscat∥ = E2 · cos(γ)2 (4)

In order to find out the polarization properties, we need
to consider the scattering light as the sum of a polarized
component and a unpolarized component, which gives us the
following intensities:


Iscat = Iscat⊥ + Iscat∥
Iscatunpol

= 2 · Iscat∥
Iscatpol = Iscat⊥ − Iscat∥

(5)

Those two intensity components, polarized (Iscatpol ) and
unpolarized (Iscatunpol

), allow us to express the degree of
linear polarization (DoLP ):

DoLP =
Iscatpol

Iscat
= E2−E2·cos(γ)2

E2+E2·cos(γ)2 = sin(γ)2

1+cos(γ)2
(6)

We deal with DoLP because the atmospheric elastic scatter-
ing only involves linear polarization. As written in (6), DoLP
takes values from 0 to 1 but in real conditions, i.e. atmospheric
multiple scattering, the DoLP never reaches 1. Knowing this
DoLP is usually corrected with a maximum value coefficient,
DoLPmax, which is the maximum observable DoLP , depend-
ing on sky turbidity (usually 0.75 for a clear sky):

DoLP =
sin(γ)2

1 + cos(γ)2
·DoLPmax (7)

IV. POLARIZATION ANGLE, LOCAL FRAME AND OBSERVER
FRAME

In this study, we use the coordinate system depicted in
Fig. 4. We do not refer to the usual East-North-Up (ENU)
coordinate setup but to an observer frame, which is defined
by an observer reference direction and shares its Up axis with
the ENU frame, in order to facilitate the simulation of the
sensor response. Actually, as explained in Section VIII, we
use the length axis of the sensor’s CMOS or CCD matrix as
observer reference direction.
As shown in Fig. 4, in the observer frame, the observed
points are described on a unit sphere with two coordinates:
the elevation and the azimuth, respectively θp and αp for
random particle coordinates and respectively θs and αs for
sun coordinates.

Fig. 4. Observed particle coordinates and sun coordinates in the observer
frame. With the points O for the observer, P for the observed particle and S
for the Sun

Since we know that the polarization axis is orthogonal to
the scattering plane (Fig. 3b), we can characterize it in our
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observer frame with an orientation angle. This angle is usually
called the angle of polarization (AoP ) and ranges from 0 to
180°. The AoP distribution properties will change depending
on the frame used to describe it [46].

In this study, we use two different AoP : the angle between
the polarization axis and the particle meridian plane noted as
AoPl (Fig. 5a) and the angle between polarization axis and the
observer reference direction (Fig. 5b) noted as AoPg . The par-
ticle meridian plane is the plane which contains the observer,
the zenith axis (true vertical) and the observation direction.
The local angle of polarization AoPl is associated with the
direction light is coming from (same physical signification as a
in Fig. 1a) while the global angle of polarization AoPg , defined
afterwards, is associated to our observer frame and will serve
to characterize the polarization axis orientation, after optical
conjugation, regarding the orientation of static polarizers set
on the sensor.

To define the local angle of polarization AoPl according to
the Rayleigh model, we first define the associated meridian
frame P,−−→xmer,

−−→ymer,
−−→zmer and the observer-sun vector:

−−→zmer = −
−−→
OP =

 − cos(θp) · cos(αp)
− cos(θp) · sin(αp)
− sin(θp)

;

−−→ymer =

 − sin(αp)
cos(αp)
0

;

−−→xmer = −−→ymer ×−−→zmer =

 − cos(αp) · sin(θp)
− sin(αp) · sin(θp)
cos(θp)

;

−→
OS =

 cos(θs) · cos(αs)
cos(θs) · sin(αs)
sin(θs)

(8)

with
−−→
OP and

−→
OS the observer-particle and observer-sun

vectors. Then, we can express the axis of polarization through
its direction vector

−−→
Edir this way:

−−→
Edir =

−−→
OP ×

−→
OS = cos(θp) · sin(αp) · sin(θs)− sin(θp) · cos(θs) · sin(αs)

sin(θp) · cos(θs) · cos(αs)− cos(θp) · cos(αp) · sin(θs)
cos(θs) · cos(θp) · sin(αs − αp)

(9)

Finally, since we have
−−→
Edir, we can obtain the AoPl, usually

described by its tangent:

tan(AoPl) = −
−−→
Edir · −−→ymer
−−→
Edir · −−→xmer

=
sin(θp) · cos(θs) · cos(αp − αs)− cos(θp) · sin(θs)

cos(θs) · sin(αp − αs)
(10)

The AoPg is defined through AoPl, as shown in Fig. 5b:

AoPg = AoPl + αp (11)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Definitions of polarization angles AoPl and AoPg . (a) The local
angle of polarization AoPl is defined in a frame related to the particle point
P with respect to the meridian plan. (b) The global angle of polarization AoPg

is defined with respect to the observer reference direction.

It is noteworthy that we chose to define the AoPl backward
regarding a (Fig. 1a). Indeed, in the example in Fig. 5, the
AoPl is near +45◦, when it should be −45◦ referring to
Pointcaré formalism. We made this choice in order to make it
easier to express the AoP in the observer frame.

V. NEUTRAL POINTS AND BERRY MODEL

The Rayleigh scattering model is broadly used but it only
describes a single scattering phenomenon. In the Rayleigh
scattering model, there are two points featuring null DoLP ,
the sun direction and the anti-sun direction. It has been shown
[47], [48] that, due to atmospheric turbidity and multiple
scattering, the global polarization pattern does not correspond
to Rayleigh’s model and that there are actually four points
featuring null DoLP , which are called neutral points. As
shown in Fig. 6, these four neutral points are named Brewster
(below the sun), Babinet (above the sun), Arago (above the
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anti-sun) and the Fourth (below the anti-sun). They are all
located on the solar meridian, but, for a fixed sun position,
their respective elevations vary with the wavelength of light
[47], [48] and the level of atmospheric turbidity, caused by
air pollution, clouds, and even debris from volcanic eruptions
[49], [50]. It also has been observed that distances between
neutral points increase as the sun goes down [38], which could
be easily intuited by the fact that the lower the sun in the
sky, the thicker layer of the atmosphere and thus greater the
scattering.

Berry suggested an enhanced model [28] to express AoP
and DoLP to account for the four observed neutral points.
This model, more accurate than the Rayleigh model, can be
useful for better heading measurements [51] but cannot be
used as a pattern prediction model because the variations in
the positions of neutral points are very difficult to predict.

It is worth noting that other models are available to more
precisely compute skylight polarization than Rayleigh model,
such as those relying on Mie scattering and Monte-Carlo
based algorithms [52], which require considerable calculation
resources.

The Berry model assumes that the Brewster and Babinet
points are equidistant from the sun axis and are symmetric,
about the observer point with, respectively, Arago and the
Fourth points (Fig. 6). This model relies on the stereoscopic
projection of the celestial unit sphere on its equator plane. The
latter, centered on the observer, is considered as a complex
plane, with the sun vector projected on the positive imaginary
axis iℜ+ (Fig. 7). Once the whole sky dome is projected
onto this complex plane, the polarization parameters can be
computed using a single function w defined in (15).

To compute the stereographic projections of the sky dome
it is easier to use the zenith angles, as follows:

φp = π
2 − θp

φs =
π
2 − θs

(12)

As shown in Fig. 6, considering the sun vector is projected
onto the positive imaginary axis, the four neutral point pro-
jections can be expressed as:


Brewsterproj = ξ+ = i · tan(φs

2 )+tan( δ
4 )

1−tan( θs
2 )·tan( δ

4 )

Babinetproj = ξ− = i · tan(φs
2 )−tan( δ

4 )

1+tan( θs
2 )·tan( δ

4 )

Aragoproj = − 1
ξ∗+

Fourthproj = − 1
ξ∗−

(13)

Then for each particle in the sky dome, we have Pproj the
stereographic projection of the particle point P as follows (Fig.
7):

Pproj = ξ = tan(
φp

2
) · ei·(αp−αs+

π
2 ) (14)

Since we have the whole sky dome and the neutral points
projections we can, as previously indicated, compute the whole
polarization pattern with the Berry complex function w defined
as follows:

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. Neutral Point positions according to the Berry model. (a) 3D view,
(b) 2D view in the solar meridian plane.


w : ξ → w(ξ)

w(ξ) = −
4·(ξ−ξ+)·(ξ−ξ−)·(ξ−[− 1

ξ∗
+
])·(ξ−[− 1

ξ∗−
])

(1+|ξ|2)2·|ξ++ 1
ξ∗
+
|·|ξ−+ 1

ξ∗−
|

(15)

This complex function carries in its modulus and phase,
the intensity of polarization and the angle of polarization,
respectively. Indeed w(ξ) verifies (16).


AoPgBerry

(ξ) = 1
2 · angle(w(ξ))

AoPgBerry
(ξ) = 0 for polarization along iℜ axis

IoP (ξ) = |w(ξ)|
0 ≤ IoP (ξ) ≤ 1

(16)

IoP (ξ) is the intensity of polarization, which, based on the
Brewster definition [29] is (17), with γ+ and γ− the angles
between the observed direction and Brewster and Babinet
points, respectively.

IoP (ξ) = | sin(γ+) · sin(γ−)| (17)

This definition of IoP does correspond to Iscatpol
normalized (see (4) and (5)). It is worth noting that the
polarization pattern of the Berry model corresponds exactly
to the merging of two polarization patterns from the Rayleigh
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Fig. 7. Stereographic projection of the sky dome on its equator plane according to Berry model. The equator plane is seen as a complex plane with positive
imaginary axis oriented toward the sun projection.

model. Indeed, considering γ+ and γ− as scattering angles
we can obtain the polarization pattern from the Berry model
by computing a first Rayleigh polarization pattern with the
sun at the Babinet point position and a second Rayleigh
polarization pattern with the sun at the Brewster point
position, then compute each polarization angles (AoP ) value
as the arithmetic mean of the two AoP of the Rayleigh
models and each intensity of polarization (IoP ) value as the
geometric mean of the two IoP of the Rayleigh models.

In this study, we adapted the Berry model to our observer
frame, our AoPg definition, and defined its associated DoLP
in order to make it fit with Rayleigh’s. We computed the
sky dome projection as explained in (18) and obtained the
polarization parameters as explained in (19). In this last model
the ℜ+ axis corresponds to the observer reference direction
and, if we consider that δ = 0, then the polarization pattern
will correspond exactly to the polarization pattern of the
Rayleigh model.



Pproj = ξ = tan(
φp

2 ) · ei·αp

Brewsterproj = ξ+ = ei·αs · tan(φs
2 )+tan( δ

4 )

1−tan( θs
2 )·tan( δ

4 )

Babinetproj = ξ− = ei·αs · tan(φs
2 )−tan( δ

4 )

1+tan( θs
2 )·tan( δ

4 )

Aragoproj = − 1
ξ∗+

Fourthproj = − 1
ξ∗−

(18)


AoPg(ξ) =

1
2 · angle(w(ξ) · e−2·i·αs)

AoPg(ξ) = 0 for polarization along ℜ axis

DoLP (ξ) = |w(ξ)|
2−|w(ξ)|

(19)

As described in [28], in the standard Berry model, neutral
point positions are symmetrical across the solar - anti-solar
axis. By referring to Horvath’s measurements [47], we can
observe that this symmetrical property is not respected, indeed
neutral points are placed along the solar meridian, but are not
symmetrical with respect to the sun axis. We also observed this
non-symmetrical distribution of the neutral points while testing
our simulator and confronted it with real sky observations (see
section X), especially under very cloudy skies.

An interesting point would be to break these symmetries
between the Brewster and Babinet neutral points and between
the Arago and Fourth neutral points on purpose. In this
study, we chose to use independent neutral point positions
with regards to the sun elevation and keep the complex
conjugation between them, which is equivalent to keeping the
standard Berry model with a false sun elevation. In a previous
study [53], the choice was made to keep the standard Berry
model except for the symmetry around the anti-sun half axis
only, another possibility would be to give all neutral points
independent positions along the solar meridian. This breaking
of the symmetry seems to be particularly relevant to simulate
extremely cloudy skies with which we can observe, if we rely
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on the standard Berry model, what could be seen as a total
loss of perception of the sun elevation (see section X and Fig.
11), indeed the polarization pattern acts as if the sun was stuck
at the zenith or the horizon.

Another option to modify the Berry model would be to
implement weight coefficients in the arithmetic and geometric
means, of respectively AoP and IoP , involved in the w
function’s construction in order to influence each singularity’s
(neutral point) impact on the polarization pattern.

VI. RADIANCE MODEL OF THE SKY

A complete simulation of light polarization measurements
of the celestial dome must include a model of sky radiance.
This allows the simulation to take account of possible sensor
saturation phenomenon and low signal-to-noise ratio which
would affect AoP and DoLP patterns’ measurements. As
with the approach described in previous studies [31]–[34], ours
consists of using the CIE luminance model which describes
sky luminance distribution across different cloud conditions,
depending on sun elevation. Using a photometric model rather
than a radiometric one may initially appear a strange choice
but we did so because both monochromatic cameras and
RGGB cameras are made to fit the human eye spectral sensi-
tivity, this allows the CIE model to produce faithful radiance
seen by standard sensors, except for a proportionality constant.

The CIE luminance model gives the sky dome luminance
distribution as a function of the observed direction’s zenith
angle φp, the sun’s zenith angle φs, the scattering angle γ
(defined positive) and the five following coefficients:
A: horizon-zenith gradient, from −5 to +5

B: gradient intensity, from −10 to 0

C: circumsolar intensity, from 0 to +25

D: circumsolar radius, from −10 to 0

ECIE: backscattering effect, from −1 to +5

As used in [31]–[34], the CIE luminance gives the absolute
sky luminance, but in our model, we are only interested
in relative luminance, (or relative radiance) coming to our
sensor device regarding its own saturation illuminance (or
irradiance). That is why, we only used the relative luminance
distributions in (20) and implemented a pixel saturation-ratio
in order to take account of sensor saturation effects due to
the sensor’s sensitivity and exposure (see section VIII). The
relative luminance distribution in (20) is defined such that the
luminance value at zenith is always 1.

To simulate different sky luminance distributions, within our
simulator, we implemented the 15 standard skies of the CIE
luminance model, described in table II.

This relative luminance model has not been designed to
calculate luminance below the horizon.

Lrel =
1 +A · eB/ cos(φp)

1 +A · eB

· 1 + C · (eDγ − eDπ/2) + ECIE · cos2(γ)
1 + C · (eDφs − eDπ/2) + ECIE · cos2(φs)

(20)

VII. OPTICAL MODEL OF OBJECTIVE LENS

We wanted our simulator to be able to deal with thin
lenses, fisheye lenses and their associated fields of view, so
we implemented an optical model able to simulate various
infinity-focus optical conjugations. This model is composed of
the thin lens model and the four standard fisheye conjugation
models [35], which correspond to standard off-the-shelf fish-
eye lenses. Each of the four fisheye conjugation models has an
interesting geometric property for imaging: the first performs
a stereographic projection of the field of view, the fourth an
orthogonal projection of the field of view, the second preserves
proportionality between angles and the third between solid
angles in the image field.

Considering a lens of focal length f with an object at infinity
of angle θ, as in Fig. 8a, there are five ways to compute
r(θ), the distance between the optical axis and the image point
of the object in our model. We named those five possible r
computations r0, r1, r2, r3 and r4:



r0(θ) = f · tan(θ) (thin lens)

r1(θ) = 2 · f · tan( θ2 ) (stereographic projection)
r2(θ) = f · θ (equi angle imaging)
r3(θ) = 2 · f · sin( θ2 ) (equi solid angle imaging)
r4(θ) = f · sin(θ) (orthogonal projection)

(21)

Those five r computations verify the partial order relation
(22). Figure 8b shows how convergent each model is com-
pared to others by geometrical construction for an object of
significant angular size.

|r0| > |r1| > |r2| > |r3| > |r4| (22)

In our simulator, we use a single lens model, without image
reversal effect, to simulate the whole objective lens placed
above the imager. In a real objective, in order to correct optical
aberrations, there is more than one lens in the optical system.
Considering this, for a camera looking toward the zenith, each
point on the sky dome sphere of azimuth αp and zenith angle
ϕp is imaged on a sensor centered in the observer point at the
coordinates (r(ϕp) · cos(αp), r(ϕp) · sin(αp))

We only consider optical conjugation and do not take into
account the minor polarization disturbance due to refraction
in the optical system. There is no polynomial computation of
distortion either. It could be possible to improve our model by
implementing a new function which would use Mueller matrix,
previously estimated experimentally, to increase the fidelity of
optical model.

VIII. POLARIZERS AND SENSOR MODEL

We chose for our simulator to implement an imaging
sensor with micro polarizers array upstream, just like the
IMX250MZR model from SONY, which is one of the two
sensors set on the two cameras we used for our outdoor
experiments.

This kind of polarimetric imager is composed of a micropo-
larizers array substrate, arranged such that each block of four
pixels faces four linear polarizers oriented in four different
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TABLE II
CIE STANDARD SKIES.

CIE standard skies and coefficients
Skies description A B C D ECIE

1 CIE standard overcast sky, steep luminance gradation towards zenith azimuthal uniformity 4.0 -0.7 0 -1 0
2 Overcast, with steep luminance gradation and slight brightening towards the sun 4.0 -0.7 2 -1.5 0.15
3 Overcast, moderately graded with azimuthal uniformity 1.1 -0.8 0 -1 0
4 Overcast, moderately graded and slight brightening towards the sun 1.1 -0.8 2 -1.5 0.15
5 Sky of uniform luminance 0 -1 0 -1 0
6 Partly cloudy sky, no gradation towards zenith, slight brightening towards the sun 0 -1 2 -1.5 0.15
7 Partly cloudy sky, no gradation towards zenith, brighter circumsolar region 0 -1 5 -2.5 0.3
8 Partly cloudy sky, no gradation towards zenith, distinct solar corona 0 -1 10 -3 0.45
9 Partly cloudy, with the obscured sun -1 -0.55 2 -1.5 0.15
10 Partly cloudy, with brighter circumsolar region -1 -0.55 5 -2.5 0.3
11 White-blue sky with distinct solar corona -1 -0.55 10 -3 0.45
12 CIE standard clear sky, low luminance turbidity -1 -0.32 10 -3 0.45
13 CIE standard clear sky, polluted atmosphere -1 -0.32 16 -3 0.3
14 Cloudless turbid sky with broad solar corona -1 -0.15 16 -3 0.3
15 White blue turbid sky with broad solar corona -1 -0.15 24 -2.8 0.15

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Various types of infinity-focus conjugations depending on lens models.
(a) Thin lens vs. fish-eye lens. (b) r0, r1, r3, and r4 geometric construction
for the same focal length f and same angle of object at infinity θ. F and F ′

are the image and focal points, O is the center of the lens.

directions: 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦ in the
−−−−−→
Xsensor,

−−−−→
Ysensor plan

(Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. A macro-pixel of the polarimetric camera is composed of four
individual pixels and four polarized filters oriented in four different directions:
0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦. In our simulator Zsensor is the up axis and Xsensor

is the observer reference direction.

Those sensors were designed to easily compute the first
three Stokes parameters. For each macro-pixel, the global an-
gle of polarization AoPg and the degree of linear polarization
DoLP can be computed as follows:

S0 = I0+I90+I45+I135
2

S1 = I0 − I90
S2 = I45 − I135

DoLP =

√
S2
1+S2

2

S0

AoPg = 0.5 · arg(S1 + i · S2)

(23)

We simulated the polarimetric sensor using two different
functions. The first function describes the micropolarizer array
using (25) and (26), and the second function describes the
conversion from light power to digital grayscale of the pixel
array using (27).

Considering total light intensity entering a micropolarizer
Iin, the transmittance for an incident beam which is totally lin-
early polarized along transmission axis T1 , the transmittance
for an incident beam which is totally linearly polarized at 90◦
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from transmission axis T2, the angle between the transmission
axis of the micropolarizer and the observer reference direction
ψ, we can then compute the light intensity at the output of the
micropolarizer Iout by decomposing the light into polarized
and unpolarized components as follows:

Iout = Iin · (1−DoLP ) · 1
2
· (T1 + T2)

+ Iin ·DoLP · cos2(AoPg − ψ) · T1
+ Iin ·DoLP · cos2(AoPg − ψ − π

2
) · T2 (24)

In a simplified way, with ε = (T1 − T2)/(T1 + T2) being
the polarization efficiency of polarizers [54], we get:

Iout
T1 + T2

=
Iin
2

· (1 +DoLP · ε · cos(2AoPg − 2ψ)) (25)

In this study, as we use relative light intensity without
considering absorbance, we assume that the sum of T1 and
T2 is equal to 1.

To take account of the mechanical error in the polarizers’
orientations, we add an angular random uniform noise ∆ψ.

ψ = ψperfect +∆ψ (26)

After computing the light intensity coming through the
polarizer array, the last step is to compute the pixel array’s
digital grayscale output. To do so, we use only three pa-
rameters: a Gaussian noise of signal-to-noise ratio SNR,
a pixel saturation ratio Rsat and the number of bits Nbit

of the quantizer used to convert the light intensity into an
integer. What we call “Pixel saturation ratio” is the ratio of the
pixel saturation light intensity to the maximum light intensity
arriving at the pixel array (Ioutmax

). This gives the final output
signal for each pixel:

Poutput = min(2Nbit − 1,⌊
(2Nbit − 1) · Iout(1 + ∆G/SNR)

Ioutmax
·Rsat

⌋
) (27)

with ∆G a random Gaussian noise.

IX. SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE

Our simulator, described in Fig. 10, relies on six functions
(gray blocks in Fig. 10), each of which is based on the
theoretical models described in sections III to VIII. It takes,
as simulated measurement input parameters, the sensor’s pixel
array dimensions, the characteristics of used optics, the sun
position, the type of observed sky, the sky turbidity using
the angle δ of the previously presented Berry model, the
micro-polarizers’ efficiency and orientation error, the sensor
dynamics characteristics and returns the polarimetric camera
output image.

We added a seventh function, named
Simu Data Processing, to process the output data of
the simulated polarimetric camera and the data collected by
real polarimetric cameras during our outdoor experiments, in
order to facilitate the image comparison between simulation

and ground truth. This seventh function simply returns the
DoLP , AoPg and AoPl using (23) and (11).

To display the polarization pattern in our Matlab code
version, we used circular color maps described by P. Kovesi
[55], which are very useful in displaying angular values of the
AoP .

Each function of our simulator can easily be changed or up-
graded, and transforming the intermediate data (purple blocks
in Fig. 10) by adding new functions is also straightforward, for
example, it is not difficult to tilt the sensor plane by applying
an inverse rotation matrix to visual field data.

X. EXPERIMENTAL DATA VS SIMULATIONS

In this section, we compare images generated by OpenSky
with experimental data obtained under various weather con-
ditions. We used two different polarimetric cameras equipped
with two different optics. Those cameras were used in two
distinct places in Marseille (France). The first is a monochro-
matic camera, with a horizontal half-field of view of 27.8◦

(Fig. 11, Table III and Fig. 12, Table IV), and the second is a
RGGB fisheye camera with a horizontal half-field of view of
90◦ (Fig. 13, Table V and Fig. 14, Table VI).

During outdoor experiments, real camera pictures were
captured in ”.tiff” format. We just read those pictures as 16-bit
integer matrices and applied the exact same image processing
function to both outdoor camera images and OpenSky gener-
ated images. An example of a comparison between real and
simulated images can be found in the GitHub repository, based
on one of our camera capture included in the repository.

Each of these cameras provided raw image data that we
subsequently simulated afterwards, using the Berry model.
Both raw and simulated images were then processed with the
same image processing algorithm relying on (23) and (11).

To simulate sky polarization measurement, we had looked
up the sun position with respect to the orientation of the
cameras by using an algorithm developed for solar radiation
applications, computing solar ephemeris [56].

As explained in section V, we can observe in Fig. 11 and
Table III, for extremely cloudy skies, what we can call a “loss
of perception of the sun elevation” relying on the standard
Berry model, or a loss of symmetry of the neutral points
regarding the sun-observer axis. To simulate overcast sky
observation, we found that we have to voluntarily introduce a
breaking of the symmetry in the positions of the neutral points.
We achieved this by using a false sun elevation for polarization
pattern simulation with the Berry model (see parameters “sun
elevation” and δ in Table III).
Concerning the fisheye measurement simulation, because the
CIE model equation (20) is not made to be relevant for sky el-
evation under the horizon and could compromise computation,
we used a binary mask on relative luminance results for our
simulated data (Figs. 13 and 14), setting to zero all luminance
coming from under the horizon.

After developing our simulator, we also used it to test some
preliminary results of the Skypole method [25].
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Fig. 10. Modular architecture of the OpenSky simulator. Each set of parameters and functions are clearly separated in order to make the simulator as generic
as possible and user-friendly. Input parameters are in blue edged boxes, in the upper right part, intermediate parameters are in purple edge boxes, functions
are in gray colored boxes and the final result is in the red box in the lower middle area.
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Fig. 11. Measurements and simulations in very cloudy conditions with a thin lens objective camera. From top to bottom: the camera image, the calculated
local angle of polarization AoPl, the calculated degree of linear polarization DolP . From left to right: the standard simulation with neutral points close to
each other around sun and anti-sun positions, the simulation with widely spaced neutral points which do not follow the expected symmetry from the Berry
model, and the outdoor experiment. The measurement took place at lat 43.2337929◦ N, long 5.4441861◦ E, October 20, 2022 at 03:30pm (local hour,
timezone +2h).
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Fig. 12. Measurement and simulation for clear sky with a few thin clouds
with a thin lens objective camera. From top to bottom: the camera image, the
calculated AoPl, the calculated DolP . From left to right: the simulation, the
outdoor experiment. The measurement was taken at lat 43.2337929◦N, long
5.4441861◦E, January 25, 2023 at 11:33am (local hour, timezone +1h)

Fig. 13. Measurement and simulation for sky with thin clouds with a
fisheye camera. From top to bottom: the camera image, the calculated
AoPl, the calculated DolP . From the left to the right: the simulation, the
outdoor experiment. The measurement was taken at lat 43.2869904◦N, long
5.4033614◦E, July 12, 2022 at 10:30am (local hour, timezone +2h)
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Fig. 14. Measurement and simulation for clear sky with a fisheye camera.
From top to bottom: the camera image, the calculated AoPl, the calculated
DolP . From left to right: the simulation, the outdoor experiment. The
measurement was taken at lat 43.2869904◦, long 5.4033614◦, August 26,
2022 at 08:30pm (local hour, timezone +2h)

Despite a satisfactory visual aspect to the OpenSky images
shown in Figs. 11-14 we used a metric to quantify the distance
between outdoor camera captures and simulator generated im-
ages. We used a standard method to characterize our simulator
using the Mean Average Error (MAE) applied on grayscale
pictures [57]. Figure 15 shows a comparison between simu-
lated and real grayscale images, and between their extracted
AoP and DoP, shown in Figs. 11-14. A second method,
which would possibly make it possible to better estimate
the reliability of OpenSky, would consist of training different
image processing algorithms, twice each, both from an image
bank provided by OpenSky and from a database of images
obtained from real observations of the sky, separately. Then,
for each image processing algorithm, performance under real
outdoor conditions would be compared between the version
trained from real data and the version trained from simulated
data. Simulator reliability would be measured through the
uniformity between the performance distribution of algorithms
trained in simulation and the performance distribution of
algorithms trained in outdoor capture.

XI. CONCLUSION

In this study, a complete simulator is presented for
yielding faithful polarized patterns of the sky measured
by a polarimetric camera in various cloudy conditions.
This simulator outputs raw camera images that can
be further processed by other algorithms (e.g. angle
and degree of polarization patterns extractor). OpenSky

Fig. 15. Comparisons between measurement and simulation. Each picture
shows the absolute difference between simulation and measurement, the
differences are normalized so that their biggest values are always 1. From the
left to the right, normalized differences between the shades of gray of raw
images (simulated and real), normalized differences between AoP values after
image processing, normalized differences between DoLP values after image
processing. (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond respectively to the measurements
from October 20, 2022, January 25, 2023, July 12, 2022 and August 26, 2022,
previously presented. The grayscale dynamic is [0, 4095]. The MAErel is
the mean of the ratio of the absolute error on simulated shades of gray with
the measured shades of gray. The relatively high MAErel on (c) and (d) is
due to the use of an RGB camera instead of a monochromatic camera in (a)
and (b) leading to an important local variation of the gray level.

is modular and structured so as to be user-friendly
in terms of parameter settings and the insertion of
additional blocks. OpenSky is an open source simulator
available in both Python and Matlab formats at
https://github.com/MoutenetA/OpenSky and https://osf.io/
rynv7/?view only=13674c69c28148879f96dd472db11e2e.
OpenSky can be easily adjusted by modifying a few
parameters to account for the disparity that exists between
all types of skies. In addition, future improvements could be
added. For example, possible Mueller matrices could be used
to describe the polarizing effect of optics on measurements,
or simulation blocks for other optical devices like waveplates
could be added. In further studies, we will show that OpenSky
could be used as a proxy for developing new polarization-
based algorithms by training neural networks with simulated
polarimetric images and validating those networks with real
images.

OpenSky could help in the design of future optical sensors
and image processing software for measuring absolute heading
or to implement global positioning methods by using polarized

https://github.com/MoutenetA/OpenSky
https://osf.io/rynv7/?view_only=13674c69c28148879f96dd472db11e2e
https://osf.io/rynv7/?view_only=13674c69c28148879f96dd472db11e2e
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images. Finally, OpenSky is the first step for simulators able
to provide both high fidelity patterns of polarized skylight and
reliable images, making this tool an ideal companion for future
developments of visual processing algorithms.
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APPENDICES

TABLE III
PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION OF THE MEASUREMENT AT LAT

43.2337929◦N, LONG 5.4441861◦E, OCTOBER 20, 2022 AT 03:30PM
(LOCAL HOUR, TIMEZONE +2H)

Sensor parameters 1
pixel size (µm) 3.45
sensor dimensions (pixels) rows: 2048, columns: 2448

Parameters of the optics
focal length (mm) 8
conjugation model r0
misalignment (pixels) rows: 0, columns: 0

Sun parameters
sun azimuth (◦) -216.407 (sun from north) + 61.069

(north from camera x axis)
sun elevation (◦) 27.3323 (ephemeris computation) for

the standard simulation, 0 for Berry
model computation for simulation with
symmetry breaking

DoLP
DoLPmax (no unit) 0.3

Neutral points parameters
δ (◦) 20 for the standard simulation, 150 for

the simulation with symmetry breaking
Luminance/radiance parameters

Sky number 4
Micro-polarizers parameters

Maximum angle error (◦) 1
Polarization efficiency ε 0.99

Sensor parameters 2
Number of bits 12
Saturation ratio 1.6 (unsaturated camera)
Signal-to-Noise-Ratio 50

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION OF THE MEASUREMENT AT LAT

43.2337929◦N, LONG 5.4441861◦E, JANUARY 25, 2023 AT 11H33
(LOCAL HOUR, TIMEZONE +1H)

Sensor parameters 1
pixel size (µm) 3.45
sensor dimensions (pixels) rows: 2048, columns: 2448

Parameters of the optics
focal length (mm) 8
conjugation model r0
misalignment (pixels) rows: 0, columns: 0

Sun parameters
sun azimuth (◦) -159.587 (sun from north) + 358.685

(north from camera x axis)
sun elevation (◦) 25.2978 (ephemeris computation)

DoLP
DoLPmax (no unit) 0.7

Neutral points parameters
δ (◦) 0

Luminance/radiance parameters
Sky number 10

Micro-polarizers parameters
Maximum angle error (◦) 1
Polarization efficiency ε 0.99

Sensor parameters 2
Number of bits 12
Saturation ratio 0.45 (saturated camera)
Signal-to-Noise-Ratio 50

TABLE V
PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION OF THE MEASUREMENT AT LAT

43.2869904◦N, LONG 5.4033614◦E, JULY 12, 2022 AT 10:30AM (LOCAL
HOUR, TIMEZONE +2H)

Sensor parameters 1
pixel size (µm) 3.45
sensor dimensions (pixels) rows: 2048, columns: 2448

Parameters of the optics
focal length (mm) 1.8
conjugation model r2
misalignment (pixels) rows: 0, columns: 0

Sun parameters
sun azimuth (◦) -102.224 (sun from north) -225.2610

(north from camera x axis)
sun elevation (◦) 44.8146 (ephemeris computation) -5

(manual correction only for Berry model
computation)

DoLP
DoLPmax (no unit) 0.5

Neutral points parameters
δ (◦) 10

Luminance/radiance parameters
Sky number 15

Micro-polarizers parameters
Maximum angle error (◦) 1
Polarization efficiency ε 0.99

Sensor parameters 2
Number of bits 12
Saturation ratio 0.55 (saturated camera)
Signal-to-Noise-Ratio 50

TABLE VI
PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION OF THE MEASUREMENT AT LAT

43.2869904◦N, LONG 5.4033614◦E, AUGUST 26, 2022 AT 08:30PM
(LOCAL HOUR, TIMEZONE +2H)

Sensor parameters 1
pixel size (µm) 3.45
sensor dimensions (pixels) rows: 2048, columns: 2448

Parameters of the optics
focal length (mm) 1.8
conjugation model r2
misalignment (pixels) rows: 0, columns: 0

Sun parameters
sun azimuth (◦) -286.046 (sun from north) -225.2610

(north from camera x axis)
sun elevation (◦) -1.2426 (ephemeris computation) +5

(manual correction only for Berry model
computation)

DoLP
DoLPmax (no unit) 0.8

Neutral points parameters
δ (◦) 55

Luminance/radiance parameters
Sky number 13

Micro-polarizers parameters
Maximum angle error (◦) 1
Polarization efficiency ε 0.99

Sensor parameters 2
Number of bits 12
Saturation ratio 0.9 (saturated camera)
Signal-to-Noise-Ratio 20
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